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The me product on chains (and notcochains)

Goal:We know thatthere are products on (linearized) Legendric contact

cohomology, which are collectively called As products or Massey
products.Today we'll look ata single productstructure, and

pull itback to the level ofchains (notcochains). This will

be denoted by me.

Your Goal:Understand how the heights ofReal chords change
before and after me multiplication. What effectdoes the

augmentation have?

Setup:LetA denote the Chekanov-Eliashberg DGAofa particular
Legendrian knot I having rotation number - (M)

=0.

fix an augmentation 9: (A,d) -> (X2, zero differential). (In particular
a() =3.) Let A denote the the vector space having basis given by the Reeb chords

of1. Define A
=(*12)/(t=5), butwe could startwith computing A with

Rcoefts from the outset.

We have
seen that, as an algebra, A

=A**, and recall that A** =D2. Normally,
to compute the linearized differential his wewould ignoreall terms

of word length? 2. Today we won't do that anymore.
Notation:We use subscripts inside ofparentheses to denote grading from word length.
Recall:The augmentation defines a map

8: A "+A" given by 6%) =a +a(a)

and adifferential 2 =40(8).

Example: We've done the right-handed trefoil before. Name the generators i
a....., as as in the figure. We computed (a,1=lae)= 1. Let

a be the augmentation 2(as) = 1 and 2
=0 otherwise.

After a computation, & "ai)= as+ Asan+AsdeAs
- un

Break up the image as follows: 0 (ai) +O(a.) +dis(ai)

and &az) =A +as +auAs as an As
ne we wer

Break up the image as follows: 01(az) +0(az) +Dilan



We see thatthe differential splits into a sum:8 Di
In particular, dilail-asan and dilan)-anas and di=0 on all generators of grading
zero (because 8=0 on such. We note thatdi: A"*A**. Furthermore, the degree
ofOi with respect

to the Maslow grading is 1.

Note:Every Din 1k3) has degree) and
maps A'+A**, but each restricts to a vector

E

space map
Om: A +A**. Each could be written as a matrix.

Definition:Letmin=me:******denote the adjointofthe linear transformation die.
We

use the factthatAis finite-dimensionalto identifyA** Ausing the
same

names for a basis for each. As a mixme is the transpose of Dis.

Example:For the right-handed trefoil above, Melascaul-a, and
Melanxas) =a2.

Note:How does me relate to other product structures? There is a kary product
man: (A***- A*given by taking the adjointofdin:A+A**. Notice that
mostman will be the zero product. All man have degree 5 with respectto Maslow grading.
Collectively, the man satisfy the An relations:for each 15, 0 = mixsmolem;a *4)I i+j +R =l

For instance, when 1=2, (omelaxb) =me(daab) +me(agdb))
and recall that we use R2 coefficients.

Exercise:Apply the adjointto the As relations to get10=-el**di **Rodisons
Check that this holds in the case 1 =1,2,3
for the din defined for the right-handed trefoil. (Using The coefficients!)

Note:The man products induce an An productstructure on linearized Legendrian contact cohomology
which is denoted Mini. Here we investigate miss on chains.


